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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

This chapter present conclusion based on what found in this research. This 

chapter also present some suggestions for the further researchers that research about 

speech acts, espessially directive speech act.  

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the research findings, there are some points which are answer the research 

question.  

The distinction of directive speech acts types that found and occurred in the 

conversation of the characthers in the four brothers movie are command, 

suggestion, asking and request. The researcher found 112 data. There are 52 

commanding, 9 requesting, 9 suggesting, and 42 asking. Type of speech acts that 

mostly used in the conversation of the characters in four brother movie are 

commanding and asking. The dialogues of the characthers shows it. For example “I 

told you to go home” sentense indicates a command from the speaker to get hearer 

back to home.  

In this research, the directive speech acts also can be seen in three forms 

such as imperetive, interrogative, and declarative. The researcher found 60 

imperative form in this research. 50 imperative used in command, 4 imperative used 

in suggestion, and 6 imperative used in request. 
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Then found 2 declarative used in command. Interrogative form found 42 in asking, 

5 in suggestion, and 3 in request. In this research, imperative and interrogative form 

commonly found. It can be seen from the dialogue of the characthers.  

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that every conversation in four 

brothers movie has many directive speech acts, and there are differences of each 

characther in uttering the utterance. 

5.2 Suggestions.  

For the next researchers, pragmatics, especially discourse analysis is 

important in speech act.  If we not understand the meaning and the context of speech 

acts, it can be traps the researchers. So, this research provides several suggestions 

for further researchers who analyze directive speech acts, so that the further 

researchers can also research how directive speech acts use different languages 

using the speech act theory developed by Searle.  

So here some suggestions for English Depertment students, for linguistics 

students, and for further researchers who doing research on directive speech acts: 

1. To the students of English Department, the researcher suggests to do further 

research using different perspective, and different data sources. 

2. To linguistics students, please do a deep understanding of the concept of 

pragmatics before analyze the directive speech acts.  
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3. For other researchers who doing research on directive speech acts, other 

researchers could research more spesific directive speech acts with different data 

and do more analysis technique to get a different and perfect results.  

 


